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On 20 October 2010, a conference on ‘recent tax treaty case law’ was organized by the European Tax College and was held at the premises of Tilburg University,
the Netherlands. This conference highlighted nine recent tax treaty cases decided by courts in various jurisdictions and focused on four main themes in tax treaty
law. This contribution provides a brief report on the main topics discussed during the conference.

1. INTRODUCTION

On 20 October 2010, a conference on ‘recent tax treaty case
law’ was organized by the European Tax College1 and was
held at the premises of Tilburg University, the Netherlands.
This conference highlighted nine recent tax treaty cases
decided by courts in various jurisdictions and focused on four
main themes in tax treaty law: residence, classification con-
flicts, business profits of a permanent establishment, and
beneficial ownership. Internationally renowned experts in
the field of tax treaty law were invited as panellists, and they
each discussed a recent case from their respective countries.
Participants were subsequently invited to briefly comment on
the impact of these cases on the interpretation and application
of tax treaties of their respective home countries and to
consider whether there will be a need to adjust existing tax
treaties. The conference was chaired by Prof. Dr E.C.C.M.
Kemmeren. This contribution provides a brief report on the
main topics discussed during the conference.

2. REPORT ON THE CONFERENCE

2.1. Residence

2.1.1. Laerstate BV and UK Corporate Tax
Residence: Malcolm Gammie QC, Institute
for Fiscal Studies

This case concerned the question of corporate residence of a
non-UK incorporated company.2 A Netherlands incorpo-
rated company was acquired by Mr Bock, a German

national and resident who later became a UK resident.
The directors were Mr Trapman (a Netherlands resident)
and, at certain times, Mr Bock. Mr Bock took the decisions,
predominantly in the UK (but also in Germany, Nether-
lands, and Switzerland) and Mr Trapman acted on Bock’s
instructions, signing documents when told to and dealing
with routine matters such as accounts. The issue was
whether Laerstate BV had to be considered tax resident in
the UK for domestic and tax treaty purposes.

Before discussing the decision in this case, Gammie first
provided a brief overview of principles relevant for establish-
ing UK corporate tax residence. Based on UK case law (e.g.,
De Beers Consolidated Mines Limited v. Howe (Surveyor of
Taxes)3), a (non-UK incorporated) company resides where
its real business is carried on and the real business is carried
on where the central management and control actually
abide. Gammie explained that it must be considered in this
respect (1) what the attributes of central management and
control (CM&C) are,4 (2) to whom those attributes attach,
and (3) where that person exercises those attributes.

As concerns the first question, reference must be made to
the policy control of the company (i.e., what business should
the company conduct). It is not concerned with day-to-day
direction of the business. Regarding the second question,
usually the board of directors (and not the shareholders)
have these attributes, but this is always a question of fact.
Regarding the last question, it must inter alia be examined
where the board meets, whether decisions are taken in board
meetings, what the board’s composition looks like, and
whether there is a dominant personality.

In its decision dated 11 August 2009 in the Laerstate BV
case, the First-tier Tribunal ruled that the CM&C of
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1 See further <www.europeantaxcollege.com>.
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Laerstate BV was in the UK. It subsequently held that, for
purposes of the tiebreaker under the applicable treaty, the
place of effective management was in the UK as well.5 It held
that Bock’s activities involved policy, strategic, and manage-
ment matters, which were considered to constitute the real
top-level management of Laerstate BV whereas Mr Trapman
was never given the minimum information necessary to make
a decision. His activities were limited to signing documents
when instructed to do so and to dealing with routine matters
such as accounts. Gammie observed that this decision shows
that determining the place of corporate residence under
UK tax law is entirely a question of fact. A vivid discussion
subsequently took place. During this discussion, reference
was inter alia made to the tiebreaker rule under the new tax
treaty between the Netherlands and the United Kingdom,
which no longer adheres to the place of effective management
as the key criterion to determine corporate tax residence
under the tax treaty but which determines the corporate place
of residence for tax treaty purposes on the basis of all facts and
circumstances by mutual agreement between the competent
authorities. De Broe wondered whether such rule should be
considered to infringe the EU loyalty principle.

2.1.2. Netherlands Tax-Exempt Association
and Tax Liability: Prof. Dr Eric Kemmeren,
Tilburg University

Prof. Kemmeren discussed a decision of the Netherlands
Supreme Court (Hoge Raad) concerning the interpretation
of the term ‘resident of one of the states’ in the 1992 tax
treaty between the United States and the Netherlands (here-
inafter ‘NL-US tax treaty’).6

In the case at hand, the issue of the interpretation of Article 4
of the NL-US tax treaty originated from a dispute concerning the
taxation of director’s fees within the context of this tax treaty (i.e.,
Article 17). After all, for the purposes of this tax treaty, the
taxation of director’s fees depends on the residence of the com-
pany of which the director is ‘a member of the board of directors,
a ‘‘bestuurder’’ or a ‘‘commissaris’’ ’. The taxpayer in this case was a
US resident director of a Netherlands resident association that
was exempt from Netherlands corporate income tax. Such an
association is, as a rule, not a taxpayer for the purposes of this
tax. This is only different if and in so far as the association carries
on a business. In that case, the association is a taxpayer to the
extent that it does carry on a business. It was clear that, in the
case at hand, the association did not do so.

On the basis of this general rule, the Netherlands
Supreme Court decided that the association could not be
regarded as a tax treaty resident within the scope of Articles
4 and 17 of the NL-US tax treaty. After all, the association

was not regarded as being liable to tax in the Netherlands
because of its place of management, place of incorporation, or
any other criterion of a similar nature. The decision the
Netherlands Supreme Court was (partly) based on the specific
reference to tax-exempt pension funds in Article 4 of the NL-
US tax treaty. Prof. Kemmeren was critical of this interpreta-
tion of the Netherlands Supreme Court. Firstly, he wondered
whether the decision would have been different if the facts of
the case had been slightly different. Would there have been a
full liability to tax in case the association were to be regarded
as a taxpayer for a part of its activities because only that part
can be regarded a ‘business’ for the purposes of the Nether-
lands corporate income tax? In addition, he wondered whether
the decision would have been different if the general rule in
the Netherlands corporate income tax had been framed in
such a way that an association is a taxpayer by statute unless
and in so far as it does not carry on a business. Should such a
difference in wording have an impact on the characterization
although such a rule would establish the same result? Prof.
Kemmeren concluded that in his view, the decision of the
Netherlands Supreme Court should only be relevant for the
interpretation of this particular tax treaty. This may also
be derived from the specific reference to pension funds in
the line of reasoning of the Netherlands Supreme Court. In
his view, under other tax treaties lacking such reference, it
should suffice that an association can be liable to taxation
rather than that it effectively has to be subject to tax.

2.1.3. Residence and Characterization
of Florida LLC: Prof. Dr Jürgen Lüdicke,
Hamburg University

The next case about residence that was discussed concerned
a decision of the German Federal Tax Court (Bundesfinanz-
hof).7 Prof. Lüdicke presented the case and delivered some
critical comments.

The case basically concerned the characterization of a LLC
incorporated under the laws of Florida for the purpose of
German tax law and the classification of certain (income)
payments for the purposes of the 1989 tax treaty between
Germany and the United States (hereinafter ‘Germany-US
tax treaty’). Due to the check-the-box regulations, the LLC
was treated as a transparent entity in the United States. The
claimant was a German resident taxpayer who held a 40%
interest in the LLC. The payments that this taxpayer
received were taxed as dividend income in Germany, since
the LLC was regarded to be a corporation for German tax
purposes. In addition, the claimant was entitled to a tax
credit for the underlying taxes paid in the United States.
The German Court of First Instance had maintained the

5 Laerstate BV was considered a deemed resident of the Netherlands by virtue of its incorporation under the laws of the Netherlands; cf. Art. 2(4) of the Netherlands Corporate
Income Tax Act 1969.

6 Hoge Raad, 4 Dec. 2009, no. 07/10383, published in BNB 2010/177 with case note by Van Weeghel.
7 Bundesfinanzhof, I R 34/08, 20 Aug. 2008.
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characterization of the entity as a corporation, but it had
relieved the juridical double taxation of the payment by
granting a tax exemption rather than a tax credit to the
taxpayer. After all, it did not classify the payments as
dividends under Article 10 of the double tax treaty, since
the LLC would not qualify as a resident for the purposes of
the Germany-US tax treaty. The German Federal Tax Court
ultimately established that the characterization of the LLC
should – first of all – be based on German criteria (‘Type-
nvergleichs’) and referred the case back to the German Court
of First Instance for a proper investigation of these criteria.
On the basis of this characterization, the Federal Tax Court
gave an important interpretation of the applicable tax treaty
provision concerning the taxation of the payments. This
included an interpretation of the specific provision concern-
ing the residence of partnerships, estates, or trust in the tax
treaty (i.e., Article 4(1), paragraph b), which is relevant for
the application of Article 10 of the Germany-US tax treaty.

Prof. Lüdicke clarified that in the end, the classification
of the income was not decisive for the case at hand. After
referral, the LLC was ultimately characterized as a transpar-
ent entity. Therefore, there was – in the end – no conflict of
qualification so the case could be regarded as ‘much ado
about nothing’. Obviously, this did not mean that there was
no room for discussion about this case. One of the issues that
Prof. Lüdicke raised was why the German Federal Tax Court
had not referred to the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) Partnership Report
at all. This reference led to a discussion about the distinction
between transparent and non-transparent entities as such.
Referring to the view of Prof. Lang,8 Prof. Kemmeren raised
the question that it might not really make sense to make
such a distinction and that it might be better, as a basic
principle, to grant tax treaty benefits to non-transparent
entities as well.

2.2. Classification Conflicts

2.2.1. Bayfine UK, Foreign Tax Credits and Hybrid
Entities: Malcolm Gammie QC

The next theme that was considered was the issue of classifi-
cation conflicts. Malcolm Gammie QC had kindly accepted
the request to discuss the Bayfine UK case.9 Gammie started
by explaining that the case concerned a clear tax avoidance
scheme. Two UK resident companies that were part of a US-
based group entered into derivative contracts. The fixed
result of those contracts was that one of the companies would
end up with a profit, whereas the other company would show
a loss in its records. The objective of the scheme was to cancel

taxation of the profit in the United Kingdom by claiming a
credit for taxes paid in the United States. After all, the profit
made was subject to tax in the United States, because the US
group had chosen to disregard the UK taxpayer (i.e., the
company that showed a profit as a result of the contracts) on
the basis of the check-the-box regulations. The taxpayer
claimed such a credit on the basis of section 790 of the
Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 and the 1980 tax
treaty between the United Kingdom and the United States.

The courts in the UK had to render a decision on the
availability of a tax credit in the United Kingdom for taxes
paid in the United States. With respect to the unilateral
relief, the special commissioners had taken the position that
the profit arose in the UK rather than in the US. In their
view, the only reason that the income was taxable in the US
was because the US group had deliberately chosen to dis-
regard the UK entity. Accordingly, on the basis of ‘a com-
mon sense’ approach, they ruled that no unilateral tax credit
was available. The High Court, on the other hand, rejected
such a ‘common sense’ approach in the application of inter-
national tax law. It came to the conclusion that unilateral
relief was available. The High Court also decided that tax
treaty relief would be available, since the situs of the income
was in the US rather than in the UK. Accordingly, it
concluded that if foreign sources are subject to foreign taxes,
the UK needs to grant tax treaty relief.

The discussion following the presentation of Malcolm
Gammie QC centred around the difficulties in tackling
tax avoidance schemes in the UK. The High Court had
considered that there is no commercial basis for the transac-
tions and that the only purpose of the transactions was to
create losses that could be utilized against other profits in
the group. Despite these observations, it could not deny
the benefits to the taxpayer. Prof. Wattel wondered whether
the EU abuse of law doctrine would need to be applied ex
officio. In this respect, Prof. Pistone referred to a case that is
currently pending at the Court of Justice of the European
Union about the extension of the Halifax case to matters of
direct taxation.10

2.2.2. ING Lease Belgium, FTCs and
Characterization of Lease:
Prof. Dr Luc De Broe, K.U. Leuven

In this case, a Belgian leasing company leased equipment to a
Czech lessee on the basis of a full payout lease.11 The leasing
agreement provided for a fixed fee term and an option for the
lessee to purchase the equipment. The lease gave rise to
payments by the Czech lessee to the Belgian lessor.

8 Michael Lang, ‘The Application of the OECD Model Tax Convention to Partnerships: A Critical Analysis of the Report Prepared by the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs’,
Kluwer Law International (2000).

9 Bayfine v. CRC, CH/2009/APP/0023. The High Court rendered a decision on this case on 23 Mar. 2010.
10 Case C-417/10, 3M Italia.
11 Belgian Supreme Court 22 Jan. 2010, no. F.08.0100.F.
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Under Belgian tax law, the lease was characterized as a
financial lease. As a result, only the interest component was
taxed in Belgium. The Czech tax authorities, on the other
hand, treated the lease as an operational lease and accord-
ingly taxed the full amount of the lease payment. Under
Belgian domestic law, the foreign tax credit on royalties was
calculated on a lump-sum basis and would amount to 15%
of the foreign income. The foreign tax credit on interest
payments, by contrast, would amount to (part of) the actual
foreign tax rate applied. Article 23A(b) of the tax treaty
between Belgium and the Czech Republic (hereinafter ‘Bel-
gium-Czech tax treaty’) provided that double taxation must
be relieved, as regards royalties subject to tax in accordance
with Article 12, on the basis of a lump-sum credit against
the Belgian tax imposed on such income under the conditions
and the rates provided for by that law. The question was for
what amount the lessor was entitled under the Belgium-
Czech tax treaty to a credit for Czech tax.

The taxpayer argued that the rental payments are royal-
ties under Article 12(3)(b) of the Belgium-Czech tax treaty
and, in addition, that Belgium had to adopt the character-
ization by the Czech Republic. The taxpayer stipulated that
Article 23A(b) of the tax treaty did not allow a recharacter-
ization of rental payments into interest for foreign tax credit
purposes. The tax administration disagreed and argued that
the tax treaty does not restrict the right of Belgium to
recharacterize the rentals as interest and tax the interest
portion of the rentals only. Where Article 23A(b) of the
Belgium-Czech tax treaty refers to the lump-sum tax credit
rules of Belgian domestic law, this means the rules that
apply to the foreign source income as recharacterized under
Belgian law that is included in the tax base.

The Lower Tax Court and the Court of Appeals agreed
with the arguments of the taxpayer. The Supreme Court,
however, rejected the arguments of the taxpayer in its deci-
sion dated 22 January 2010. It ruled that Article 12(3)(b)
defines royalties only for the purpose of Article 12 of the
Belgium-Czech tax treaty. Article 23A(b) of the tax treaty
refers to the credit rule that is provided by Belgian domestic
law, including the determination of the tax base and the
computation of the lump-sum foreign tax credit. It does
not modify the Belgian law in this respect.

The decision implies that double taxation is not entirely
removed. Panellists took a critical approach towards the
decision and wondered whether this case implies that Bel-
gium is allowed to do whatever it wants under its unilateral
measures providing for the avoidance of double taxation.
The decision gave rise to a subsequent discussion as to the
question whether tax treaties could be improved in order to
avoid the above result. With reference to Article 4 of the
OECD Model Convention, Kemmeren submitted that
Article 12 could be clarified by replacing in the definition
of royalties the words ‘as used in this article’ by ‘for purposes
of this Convention’.

2.3. Business Profits of a Permanent
Establishment

2.3.1. Zimmer and Commissionaire Structure:
Prof. Dr Daniel Guttman, University Paris-1
Panthéon-Sorbonne

The third theme of the day concerned the characterization
of activities as a permanent establishment and the taxation
of business profits. Prof. Gutmann commented on the
recent decision of the French Supreme Administrative Court
(Conseil d’Etat) in the already famous Zimmer case.12 The
Zimmer case basically concerns the classification of a com-
missionaire as a permanent establishment of its principal.

Zimmer Ltd, a company established in the United King-
dom, used to distribute its products in France through
Zimmer SAS, which is a company that is established in
France. In 1995, it was decided to convert Zimmer SAS into
a commissionaire. Upon this conversion, the French tax
authorities decided to treat Zimmer SAS as a permanent
establishment of Zimmer Ltd. This decision was based on
Article 4, paragraphs 4 and 5, of the 1968 tax treaty
between the United Kingdom and France. On the basis of
these provisions, a dependent agent that has the authority to
bind its principal should be regarded as a permanent estab-
lishment of its principal. A French lower administrative
court and the Administrative Court of Appeals in Paris
had upheld this decision of the tax authorities. The French
Supreme Administrative Court came to the opposite con-
clusion and decided that Zimmer SAS did not constitute a
permanent establishment of Zimmer Ltd. Most impor-
tantly, the Court held that Zimmer SAS did not bind the
principal by the contracts it concluded with third parties. It
came to this conclusion by focusing on the legal reality of
the commissionaire agreement and by disregarding a more
economic point of view. Accordingly, the Court decided
that Zimmer SAS was acting in its own name although it
could be regarded as a dependent agent of the company in
the United Kingdom. Prof. Gutmann made some interest-
ing remarks on the already much discussed decision. One of
his remarks regarded the relevance of paragraph 32.1 of the
OECD Commentary to Article 5 of the OECD Model Con-
vention, which could lead to another outcome of this case.
Gutmann concluded, however, that this paragraph should
not apply, since it was adopted (i.e., in 2003) after the facts
of the case resulted in legal consequences. In addition, there
was also an animated discussion about the transfer pricing
implications of a commissionaire structure if there were a
permanent establishment in France. It turned out not to be
easy to come to an agreement about the proper determina-
tion of the profit that should be allocated to an agency
permanent establishment in a case like this, taking into
account that the fee paid to the agent himself is at arm’s
length.

12 Conseil d’Etat, 31 Mar. 2010 no. 304715 and 308525.
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2.3.2. Transfer of Enterprise and Transfer of the
Entrepreneur’s Residence: Prof. Dr Ekkehart
Reimer, Heidelberg University

Prof. Reimer discussed two decisions of the German Federal
Tax Court (Bundesfinanzhof) concerning the transfer of enter-
prises.13 In both cases, an entrepreneur transferred a busi-
ness out of Germany. In the case of 28 October 2009, the
entrepreneur moved his residence and the entire enterprise
from Germany to Belgium, whereas in the case of 17 July
2008, the entrepreneur only moved the business out of
Germany to Austria. The issue in both cases was obviously
whether the German tax authorities would be allowed to tax
such transfers.

Before outlining the approach of the German Federal Tax
Court, Prof. Reimer described the problem of the transfer of
assets (including the entire enterprise) and the transfer of
residence in general. Such transfers are generally regarded as
a taxable event, but legislators are deadlocked, as Prof.
Reimer calls it, between EU law and tax treaty law. EU
law prescribes that there should be no taxation upon emi-
gration, whereas tax treaty law prescribes that there should
be no taxation after emigration.

The German Federal Tax Court found a special way to
deal with this issue. It decided that when there is no explicit
and sufficiently detailed legislation on the taxation upon the
transfer of an asset available, there may not be tax (not even a
tax assessment with suspension) upon the transfer of assets.
However, any later realization of unrealized reserves remains
taxable in Germany if and to the extent that such reserves
are attributable to the former permanent establishment in
Germany.

Obviously, the final part of this decision was subject to
debate at the conference. Prof. Reimer commented that this
decision basically breaks two connections that are generally
available. Firstly, it breaks the ‘time link’ between the pre-
sence of a permanent establishment and the attribution of
profits to such a permanent establishment. In his view, such
a break does not go beyond the standards of the OECD.
Rather than the time factor, the new relevant criterion con-
cerns the economic connection to the (persons, functions, or
assets of the) permanent establishment. The second discon-
nection established by the German Federal Tax Court is, in
the words of Prof. Reimer, more critical. In this decision, a
break is established between an ‘asset’ and the profits that are
derived from this asset. After all, the assignment of an asset to
a permanent establishment does not imply that all asset-
related inflows, outflows, capital gains, and capital losses are
attributable to that permanent establishment. The majority
of the participants making comments agreed that this will
likely give rise to major practical issues concerning the allo-
cation of capital gains in the future.

2.4. Beneficial Ownership

2.4.1. Government Pension Investment Fund Case:
Prof. Dr Pasquale Pistone, University of
Salerno, WU Vienna University of Economics
and Business

This case concerned a Japanese pension fund investing in
Italy through a US partnership, which was managed by a
Japanese bank.14 The partnership was regarded as opaque
from an Italian tax perspective. The pension fund received
dividends on its Italian investments through this partner-
ship. The question was whether the bank was entitled to the
reduced tax rate of 15% as provided for in the tax treaty
between Italy and Japan (hereinafter ‘Japan-Italy tax
treaty’). The Japanese Fund argued that the partnership
had to be treated as tax transparent under the Japan-Italy
tax treaty and that it had to be regarded as the beneficial
owner of the dividends under the treaty.

The taxpayer’s claim was nevertheless rejected by the
Italian Supreme Court in its ruling dated 26 February
2009. It held that the dividend was ‘paid’ to a resident of
the US and not to a resident of Japan. Although the pension
fund could be seen as the final beneficiary, it could not be
regarded as the beneficial owner of the dividends that had
been paid to the US partnership. During the subsequent
discussion, Pistone referred to the OECD Commentary to
Article 4, which says that if a partnership is treated as
transparent by the partnership state, the partners are the
persons liable to tax and may thus claim the treaty benefits
even when the source state treats partnerships as separate
entity. However, Pistone explained that the OECD Com-
mentary generally has limited relevance for the Italian judi-
ciary. Pistone furthermore observed that this case must be
placed in the light of the fact that the Japan-Italy tax treaty
does not contain a beneficial ownership clause. As Lüdicke
observed during the discussion, the absence of a beneficial
owner clause thus seemed to be to the detriment of the
taxpayer in this case.

2.4.2. Aromatics Holding Ltd and EU Directive
Shopping: Prof. Dr Adolfo Martı́n Jiménez,
University of Cádiz

This case was decided by the Spanish Audiencia Nacional on
22 January 2009.15 The case focuses on a holding company,
Aromatics Holding Ltd, incorporated under the laws of
Ireland in 1977 and tax resident in Bermuda until 1995
and in the Netherlands after that date. Its shares were held,
although a Netherlands intermediate company, by a parent
company established in the United States. During the

13 Bundesfinanzhof, I R 99/08, 28 Oct. 2009, and Bundesfinanzhof, I R 77/06, 17 Jul. 2008.
14 Italian Supreme Court 26 Feb. 2009, no. 4600.
15 Audiencia Nacional on 22 Jan. 2009, no. 59/2005.
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period between 1997 and 2000, Aromatics Holding Ltd
received a number of dividend distributions from its Span-
ish subsidiary.

Under Spanish law, a specific anti-directive shopping
clause applies on the basis of which the exemption for
withholding tax under the Parent-Subsidiary Directive is
denied, where the majority of voting rights in an EU parent
are directly or indirectly held by non-EU residents. The
withholding tax exemption is nevertheless still granted
where the taxpayer can prove that:

(1) the business of the parent company is directly linked
with the business of the Spanish subsidiary;

(2) the purpose of the parent company is management of
the Spanish subsidiary through the organization of
human and material means; or

(3) the parent company is incorporated for sound eco-
nomic reasons and not to unduly benefit from the
exemption.

The issue in this case was whether Aromatics Holding Ltd
was entitled to the dividend withholding tax exemption.

The Spanish court in first instance answered this question
in the negative in its ruling dated 15 October 2004. It held
that the activities of Aromatics Holding Ltd were not linked
to those of the Spanish subsidiary and that it did not provide
management services to the Spanish subsidiary. It ruled
that, because the safe harbours under (1) and (2) were not
met, there were no sound economic reasons.

The Spanish Audiencia Nacional upheld this decision by
roughly repeating the arguments of the court in first instance.
It, however, added that safe harbour (3) was not met either. It
held that because Aromatics Holding Ltd was set up in
Ireland in 1977 and had purchased the participation in the
Spanish subsidiary in 1995 when it had its residence in
Bermuda, there was no valid economic reason for it except
to obtain the exemption for dividends paid by the Spanish
subsidiary. The exemption for withholding tax was therefore
denied. Nevertheless, Article 10 of the tax treaty between the
Netherlands and Spain was considered applicable as a result of
which Spain was allowed the dividends at a limited rate.

During the discussion, Jiménez observed that the case
raises a number of questions, such as whether and how the
outcome relates to the freedom of establishment under
Article 49 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union (TFEU) and how the specific anti-abuse provision
under Article 1(2) of the Parent-Subsidiary Directive relates
to primary EU law. According to Jiménez, the Spanish
provision could be considered contrary to the freedom of

establishment. Essers submitted that from a Dutch point of
view, abuse could be present in this case if the decision to
distribute the dividends was actually made during the time
the company was still resident in Bermuda. It was further-
more noted that the Spanish rule was scrutinized by the
Commission in an infringement procedure, following a
Press Release dated 5 July 2006, IP/06/993, but was closed
in 2007.

3. INAUGURAL ADDRESS BY PROF. BRIAN

ARNOLD, ‘TAXING INCOME FROM

SERVICES UNDER TAX TREATIES:
CLEANING UP THE MESS’

In his inaugural address as holder of the European Tax
College’s rotating PwC International and European Tax
Chair, Prof. Arnold established that the existing principles
of taxation of income from cross-border services constitute
an inconsistent patchwork. The question on which state has
the right to tax income from cross-border services under the
existing tax treaty network is dependent on a number of –
sometimes arbitrary – circumstances such as the type of
service, the status of the service recipient, and the status of
the service provider. Arnold took the view that this situa-
tion is not advisable. He proposed to streamline the diver-
gent set of principles regarding taxation of cross-border
services, which should result in a more balanced allocation
of taxation powers between the residence and source state by
providing for an increased recognition of source country
taxing rights.

4. FINAL REMARKS

Tax treaties have traditionally dealt with issues of interna-
tional double taxation that may arise within the diversified
range of cross-border economic relations that exist in today’s
environment of largely globalizing national economies. The
nine cases discussed, which may also have an impact on the
interpretation and application of tax treaties in other coun-
tries, demonstrate that the interpretation and application of
tax treaties are becoming an increasingly complex matter in
today’s globalizing economic environment. The approaches
taken by the various courts can be considered either as a
cause of or as a remedy for flaws in the existing tax treaty
network and could therefore give rise to improvements of
the existing tax treaty network.
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